sense of the board resolution
congratulating tracy brank
on being named
“mrs. connecticut united states 2017”

whereas, tracy bank was named mrs. connecticut united states in a pageant reserved for married women; and

whereas, tracy brank will compete for the title of mrs. united states in july, 2017; and

whereas, the vision of the mrs. united states pageant, which is now in its 30th year, is to honor and pay tribute to special women, who often play many roles as wife, mother, home maker, and professional, with resilience and flair uncommonly found elsewhere.

whereas, tracy brank is a professional fashion model, an officer at a global investment management firm, columnist for a national magazine and a motivational speaker; and

whereas, tracy brank lives in stamford with her husband, bill brank; together they have a blended family of 5 children and

whereas, tracy brank’s experience during hurricane sandy, which trapped her and her children in rising ocean water, led to her develop her platform, “the power of investing in you” and she uses her magazine column, mentorship and motivational speaking opportunities to teach women how they can make themselves a priority.

now, therefore, be it resolved, that the 29th board of representatives congratulates tracy brank on being named “mrs. connecticut united states 2017” and wishes her luck in the next leg of the competition.

approved by the 29th board of representatives
this 5th day of june, 2017

randall m. skigen, president
annie m. summerville, clerk